PRODUCT NEWS

If You Enjoy Pulling String Line and Snapping Chalk Lines
Then This Laser isn’t for You!
By Mike Vanneman
LaserLine Mfg., Inc.

LaserLine Mfg., Inc., has produced a line generating guidance
laser for all walk behind paint striping machines. This new
innovative tool eliminates the need to pull string line and/or
snap chalk lines. Using this new method can increase your
productivity up to 50%, plus it’s more accurate, and your
lines will be straighter than ever.
This new method of striping is a game changer not only for
parking lot striping, but airports as well. The system generates
a line over 500 feet, which allows airports and parking lots to
stripe longer, more accurate runs day or night.
How it works: All you need is a start and endpoint. For daytime use, (night-time optional) set an alignment target at your
far point up to 500 feet away and set your spray gun directly
over your starting point. Once you get the laser-line centered
in the target, start striping while heading towards your far
point. Note that using a longer reference provides a straighter
line, because you are not looking down making constant corrections while trying to follow string or chalk. This also works
extremely well with stripers featuring Auto-Layout.
Here is what 3 different striping contractors are saying about
this revolutionary method:
Mark Estrada, Marathon Solutions Group, LLC.
"My company recently purchased the GL1000 after seeing the
demo over at NPE. It looked like a cool product, so we took
the chance. And oh man, it has exceeded our expectations.
Not only did our productivity increase, but the overall quality
of the finished product has been flawless. The GL1000 has
made us look at Striping in a whole new way. From New layouts to Re-Stripes it has a use. It also has become an effective
learning tool for our new guys...Not to mention, it's really
cool when you get customers or other stripers to stop in their
tracks just to check out your awesome laser! I could go on and
on about this product."
Dennis Ware, Ware-Ever Pavement Maintenance Co.
"The GL 1000 is the real deal. If you are a one-person operation, the GL1000 will make those new layouts something to look forward to instead of dreading. No more

LaserLine's tool for walk behind paint striping machines allows
for painting lines over 500 feet long.
dragging around weighted buckets to hold the other end of
your chalk strings. You can now be as efficient as any traditional multi-person operation. For the larger companies, the
GL1000 will definitely save you money and time."
Frank J. Mele Jr., M&M Asphalt Maintenance
"All I can say is, wow. It’s refreshing to use and own a quality
product that actually does what it’s supposed to. I only used it
for about five hours, but I cannot imagine not having it from
this point forward. I've been painting lines for a long time
and yesterday I painted some of the straightest lines I ever
have, with tremendous ease too. I was also able to correct a
300-car parking lot full of crooked and misaligned parking
rows.”
Bottom line, this new method is the greatest thing since the
ride-on line driver and auto layout. How often can you buy a
new machine that will increase your productivity up to 50%?
Using this new method will increase your productivity between 30-50% whether you have a new striping machine or
one that is ten years old; and whether you are a beginner
stripper or an experienced one.

